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Interesting Courses
ENG 390 - Graphic Literature: Delve into a rapidly rising medium with a
historical and critical survey of a selection of comic books and graphic novels
through the lens of publishing history, genre, and aesthetic properties.

Program Overview
3-year BA: This degree will provide you with an excellent general education
as well as a solid background in the core areas of English. It’s a great choice
if you’re planning to earn another degree or diploma in a related field such as
law or education, or if you just need a Bachelor’s degree to get started in
your career of choice.
4-year BA: Our 4-year program allows you to study the discipline in greater
depth. You’ll have the opportunity to take additional senior-level courses,
study a broader range of subjects, participate in more seminar-style classes,
and also have the opportunity to pursue a major research project. If you’re
looking to gain admission to a graduate program (e.g. Master’s, PhD), you’ll
need a 4-year degree and this is a great option.
Career Options
A Bachelor of Arts degree is one of the most flexible degrees available. You
create your own career path when you tailor this program to focus on areas
of personal interest. Some English degree career paths include:
Academic Researcher
Communications Specialist
Editorial Consultant
Education Program Planner
English Teacher
Journalist

Learning Programs Director
Lexicographer
Novelist
Public Relations Manager
Publications Editor
Speech Pathologist

Admission Requirements
Interested? You’ll need to present a 60% average, with a passing grade in
the following required high school courses:
- English Language Arts 30-1
- Three subjects from Groups A, B or C*
- One subject from Group A, B, C or D
* Maximum of two subjects from Group B, each must be distinct.

WRI 300 - Writing (Non-Fiction): A seminar on the principles and techniques
of good expository writing, including the basic analysis essay, the
comparative essay, and the research essay. Workshop format with regular
discussion and analysis of students' and other writers' work. Valuable to
students of any discipline, but especially to English students wanting to
further develop their writing skills.
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